
Yellow Catuai Variety 

What first captures your attention when walking into a 
plantation of  yellow catuai is the bright yellow cherries on the 
tree. They are like little balls of  sunshine captured perfectly 
by the coffee trees. What holds your taste buds hostage when 

you first sip a cup of  catuai is the explosion of  flavour and 
complexity by each bean.

This spectacular bean variety has a complexity and acidity 
that will delight you in both its Viennese and Continental 

roast profiles. This is a bean varietal that can exhibit a high 
acidity given it is grown at almost 1450 meters above sea level, 

on the beautiful farm of  San Rafael. The Hoyes family farm 
was started by Mr. Orlando Hoyes, and is now headed by his 
son, Jimmy. The beautiful community of  El Castillo lovenly 

tenders to the cultivation and processing of  this family farm. 
This bean’s high acidity lends itself  to a great sweetness even 
in the darker spectrum of  roast profiles. Toffee, brown sugar, 
sweet cherry notes and strong chocolate notes lend this bean 

a great complexity. 



These guidlines are a great place to start, but we encourage you to tweak, 
test, and taste to find what suits you and your chosen coffee variety the best.

Brewing Guidelines

An after dinner indulgence 
of vanillas, chocolates 
and spices.

A decadent dark roast with 
dates, cherries, walnuts 
and chocolate. 

VIENNESE ROAST

Yellow Cataui - Roast Profiles

CONTINENTAL ROAST

Automatic or "Drip”
8g of  coffee to 6 oz water

Aeropress
17g coffee to 7 oz water

Chemex
64g coffee to 
30 oz water

French Press
64g coffee to 
30 oz water

For every 1L of water, use 64 grams of coffee

ORIGIN
Las Sabanas,

Nicaragua

ALTITUDE
Shade grown @ 

1200-1400 m.a.s.l.

GROWER
Fiallos Family and

Jimmy Hoyes

impact
For the social
impact of this

coffee visit:
frutosdelcafe.org


